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From designer silk squares to chunky homemade knits, this NEW YORK TIMES bestselling
bookÂ is filled with inspired ways to style your scarves. Inside you'll find:Â Â Â â€¢Â Step-by-step
tutorials for square, oblong, and embellished scarves Â Â Â â€¢Â Styles for the summer, fall, winter,
and spring seasons Â Â Â â€¢Â DIY scarf accessories featuring camera straps, tote bags, necklaces
and more Wrapped in a silky cover and with a beautifully designed interior, HOW TO TIE A SCARF
is the perfect gift for anyone who loves the finishing touch of a well-styled scarf.
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The first thing I noticed about the book was the cover, it had a silky feel to it, just like a scarf. I
thought that was a pretty creative and fun way to present the subject matter, plus it is the perfect
size to carry in my handbag. I love how scarves can easily add a touch of style and interest to any
outfit. I personally only know a couple of (very simple) ways to tie a scarf, so I was ready to get
some new ideas.How to Tie a Scarf has 33 ideas, some more fitting for certain fabrics or shapes of
scarves. The book details each step of the scarf-tying process in photos, so it's really easy to follow.
A lot of the suggestions are quite fun, like the No Lita Necklace style, and many are classic as well. I
immediately tried the Marrakech and the Geneva styles, which weren't difficult, but I could probably
use a little more practice!I have a couple of friends that I can't wait to gift this book to, and I'd love to
include a scarf in their favorite color with it, to let them try out some of the awesome styles in How to
Tie a Scarf.

The perfect book for learning how to tie any kind of scarf in many sophisticated ways. Such a handy
size to fit in your purse, for trips.The format is easy to understand, and in color. Within a minute, you
can tie an excellent scarf. Watch out Hermes! Pretty stylish in it's textured exterior. Loved it so
much, turned around and bought 3 more for the family. After giving it thought, I bought 4 more for
friends, all through .

I never know what to do with scarves other than loop them but these little books make such great
gifts for the scarf-wearing fashionista. Bought several as gifts and had to keep one for myself.

I bought this book on a whim not knowing whether it would contain the information I needed. Sure I
could have looked online every time I wanted to tie a scarf in a new way, but this book is more
accessible - especially at 6:30 AM. The book contains drawings which illustrate each style. It's a
great little reference!

I bought this pretty little book to put in a gift bag along with several LibbySue scarves as a gift for my
teenage granddaughter. It was well received and I am now on the hook to deliver scarves on every
gift-giving occasion! "Getting it right" for this age group is pretty hit or miss, so I am delighted to
have discovered something that she genuinely enjoys.

This book provides an artful representation of classic styles and resources for completing the look,
caring for scarves, and finding more inspiration. Really well done!

Quite expensive for such a small "novel book" sized book. The book doesn't lay flat very well which
is needed to follow directions as one is tying a scarf. Nice visuals and directions.

Don't waste your hard earned money on this book. I was expecting a pretty, "coffee table" type book
that I could keep out on my nightstand. The book is tiny. The quality is terrible. The pages are stuck
together at the top and by tearing the perforations to open the pages, you end up tearing the pages.
The content is not useful either. I don't know anyone that sports a scarf in the ways shown. To get in
style ways to tie a scarf, save your money and visit Pinterest.
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